
 
 

  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #9 
  

Long or not, it’s the week end and you earned it! In this week’s selection of our posts on 

Linkedin, we highlight the strength of digital adoption in our day-to-day lives, from 

buying and selling or cataloguing art (ARTEÏA) to using a PDF (CLARANOVA’s SodaPDF 

solution, the compelling alternative to Adobe). The same with robotic in retail and 

fashion (EUVEKA). We also point to the divergent situations in the car rental space - 

since our post, HERTZ in the US has just filed for bankruptcy - the risk for the young 

generation to be this crisis’ sacrifice lamb but also opportunities to preserve local 

craftmanship (e.g. Pascal Mathieum’s handmade eyewear in French Jura) and even for 

video-games to become vectors of cultural enlightenment. 

  

Enjoy the week end - stay healthy! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=f1874b03ed&e=dbe29cf097


 

  
 

 

SMALL CAPS  

 

 

     

One positive impact of Covid is the acceleration of the ESG awareness. Morningstar data suggest 

globally, sustainable funds saw inflows of $45.6bn (£37.2bn) over the first quarter of 2020, 

avoiding the Covid-19 market sell-off. Inflows into environmental, social and governance 

strategies (ESG) had already started to rise and increased by 37x since the end of July 2017, the 

catalysts being the ocean plastic pollution (revealed by BBC Blue Planet) and Greta Thurnberg 

addressing the Climate Change Conference. Even if the after Covid will probably not see the 

green move that everyone is expecting and there will unfortunately be a back to normal 

situation, we do believe that companies that have an ESG strategy are the more likely to survive 

and to perform on the long term. Companies such as Quadpack (Quadpack.com) focusing (among 

others) on locating their production close to the demand or OFW Ships transforming saltwater 

in mineral water clearly respect these ESG criteria and will probably create value on the long 

term, despite the short term drawbacks due to the Covid crisis. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

 

SOME GET IT, SOME DON’T: US vs. EUROPEAN CAR RENTAL GROUPS. Same causes 

(lockdown, travel restrictions, falling used-car values), same effects (collapsing revenues) but 

different treatments depending on nationality. While French Europcar Mobility Group (EUCAR 

FP) secured €220m in French and Spanish State guaranteed loans - roughly its market cap - and 

German Sixt (SIX2 GR) got €1.5bn from a consortium of state-owned banks, their US 

competitors didn’t get so lucky: the US government has not stepped in to rescue flagship car 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=e636cd162e&e=dbe29cf097
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rental groups Hertz or Avis. Hertz (HTZ US) has warned about remaining a running concern 

beyond 12 months despite drastic restructuring measures (25% of its North American workforce 

let go, domestic retrenchment etc). Although stronger financially, Avis (CAR US) is not much 

better off, saying it also has cash until the end of the year. Despite lobbying the US government 

for loans, only the smaller operators have been in line for federal money: big is not always 

beautiful. For whatever it’s worth, “Institutional” rental-car names may console themselves wtih 

the thought that Covid-19 has also hit hard those who were eating their lunch before: ride-

hailing apps like Uber and Lyft. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

 

   

 

Interesting FT article on how quickly the world of art is moving digital, video becoming a key 

medium for showing masterpieces... and selling them... While the increasing availability of 

artists’ works online leads some to wonder if collectors will be always so keen to pay for the real 

thing, the reasons for collecting are very different from those for viewing, whatever the 

medium… in addition, works need to be shown to maintain their value. These are very positive 

developments for the start-up Arteïa whose integrated digital services platform is intended to 

meet all the new needs of the art sector - www.arteia.com 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

   

 

IT'S ALL GOING DIGITAL: CATALOGUING COLLECTIONS 
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To err is human but Excel spreadsheets have the deceptive power to make mistakes seemingly 

irreproachable. Finance has been a fertile (and visible) ground for Excel snafu - from ritual 

reporting mistakes of listed companies' accounts to so-called "administrative errors" in public 

spending - but no sector has been immune. The illusion of comfort brought by Excel has even 

pervaded private areas like cataloguing of collections - art or otherwise (e.g. wine). While the 

chance of making a mistake in particular cell is only 1-5%, errors often cascade to subsequent 

cells with a multiplier effect. That's assuming the correct data (price paid, year, artist even, etc) is 

in the right cell, which more often than not is not the case. Blockchain-based cataloguing is 

solving all this - as shown by Arteia Collect, one of the digital solutions provided by integrated 

platform Arteia (www.arteia.com). We are only just seeing the benefits of the digital acceleration 

all round. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

   

 

Art values being underpinned by online sales ? Knight Frank's Luxury Investment Index, which 

includes Art as one the 11 asset classes, has provided an update today suggesting that value of 

works sold at auction worldwide has risen 4% (past 12 months) and +1% in 1Q20. The report 

from #artmarketresearch concludes that the COVID-19 outbreak has had an immediate impact 

on the number of auction houses offering online viewing services and private sales and that 

seems to be underpinning values and retaining demand. It predicts this trend will likely stay 

once the COVID-19 pandemic has past and that auction houses will have to create exciting new 

formats to stay relevant. This accelerated digitalisation of the Art ecosystem plays into the hands 

of #Arteia (www.arteia.com) who have developed the most comprehensive online platform for 

collection management and showrooms. #InboundCapital (www.inbound.capital) is mandated to 

raise equity for #Arteia to help with their expansion to the US market. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Excellent round-up of Angel Investing activity across Europe from #amylewin #sifted. We wrote 

a white paper #inboundcapital on government support for startups (https://lnkd.in/dWUU5dg) 

two weeks back and are keen to keep an eye on activity levels amongst other sources of equity. I 

am glad to see #notwics mentioned in the article, the excellent network run by Chris Lowe in 

London. My experience so far is that quality is rising quicker to the top of a smaller heap than 

pre-covid and that is despite the necessity to communicate via Webinar. My local 

#angliacapitalgroup hosted a webinar last Thursday with a very promising company proposing 

early stage diagnosis of glaucoma. By Monday this week the round was closed. Undoubtedly the 

inability to attend physical pitch events is holding back the amount of companies, but don't lull 

yourself into thinking this is holding back the avid angel or VC fund. Indeed last week I was on a 

VC call and was told that said fund had just handed over £10m to a company they had only met 

virtually. A new normal is being established without the wine and nibbles we may have become 

used to receiving! 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

   

 

ROBOTS TO THE RESCUE: FITTING ROOMS 

Covid-19 breathing new life into a robotic start-up? As lockdown is being gradually lifted 

worldwide, fashion and retail stores remain desperately empty. This is not purely due to the 

restrictive policy at the door: fitting rooms have become as scary as a haunted manor's main 

sleeping room at midnight. Many stores apply a "no-touching, no-trying-on" policy anyway. 

Shopping addicts may feel rightly frustrated, but robotic torsos packed with innovative 

technology like those produced by EUVEKA (www.euveka.com) may just be the rescue their 

need. A former French Tech darling, EUVEKA is are positioned to expand its addressable market 

beyond high end fashion towards the general retail market. Seeing - no touching - is believing 
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Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

FINANCE & ECONOMY  

 

 

   

 

While ESG and impact investing are becoming more and more important (and this trend will be 

speeded up by the present crisis), most listed small/mid caps don't really know how to calculate 

an ESG score. To create ESG investable products, portfolio managers rely on ESG scores 

compiled according to company-reported ESG data. Without that input from companies, ESG 

data providers such as MSCI, Sustainalytics, ISS- Oekom and Vigeo-Eiris come up with their own 

estimates. Investible ESG strategies are currently designed in ways that prioritize companies 

with higher ESG scores. Very few board companies know what score has been assigned by third-

party ESG specialists. Methodologies driving the company’s ESG score is currently opaque and 

varies by data provider. Recent research conducted by State Street, for example, found that there 

was only a 0.53 correlation between the MSCI and Sustainalytics ESG scores. What companies 

need to recognize is that ESG is no longer an ancillary topic that shows up once a year in the 

company’s Corporate Responsibility report. On the contrary, a company’s ESG score will 

increasingly determine if money from investors will flow toward them or away from them. It is 

past time for companies to take notice. #impactinvesting #sustainableinvesting 

Click here to find out more >> 

   

 

It's in the downturns that businesses reveal their true ESG nature... 
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Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

   

SACRIFICED GENERATION (1) 

The young generation has tended to dismiss Covid-19 as the disease "for the old and the 

unhealthy", yet they are one of its biggest victims: on the economic front. The abrupt 

evaporation of summer internship opportunities due to enduring WFH practices in an (very) 

slowly recovering economy is just one piece of evidence. Not only is the summer internship the 

first building block of the Work Experience section on a young CV - and often the real fun thing 

for a recruiter to discuss - it is often the main route to employment (in France, 30% of the final 

year internship in the "Grandes Ecoles" lead to a job offer). As the young have reasons to get 

increasingly worried (and angry), so can their parents too. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

LIFESTYLE & OTHERS  

 

   

 

IT'S ALL GOING DIGITAL: CULTURE MEETS VIDEO GAMES. Video game junkies, rejoy! 

Confinement has given a whole new dimension to your gaming addiction: culture and arts. 

Choose your bets! Minecraft? The entire city of Albi has been re-created there offering the local 

board of tourism the opportunity to give virtual tours. Animal Crossing: New Horizons? The 

Angers museum has never been so happy to be associated to cute little animals. Assassin's Creed 

Unity? Ubisoft's 3-D programmers have done wonders to re-create Notre-Dame-de-Paris. No 

longer cultural pariahs of society, video games have given you the opportunity to portray 

yourselves as Defenders - not Raiders - of the Lost Lockdown Art: upgrade your weaponry and 
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keep on fighting! Arteïa, Chargeurs 

Click here to find out more >>> 

  

 

   

 

TAKE THAT, TOM FORD 

More than ever and wherever we are, it has become critical to support our SMEs, our artisans 

and their know-how - it should not be all about start-ups, their digital entrepreneurs and their 

scalable business models and IPs. They are also closer to home: no need to re-locate businesses 

when they are already local. A staunch defender of Jura-based craftsmanship, PASCAL 

MATHIEU (www.pascalmathieu.com) is to eyewear what Haute Horlogerie is to watches and 

should appeal to all those who think that globalisation (read: outsourcing by luxury behemoths) 

has gone too far. Old pairs are recycled and sent to people who badly need them in Himalaya, so 

It serves a good cause and is ESG too. 

Click here to find out more >> 

 

NEWSLETTER ARCHIVES  
 

 

 

 

Inbound Capital acts as Outsourced Investor Relations for QUADPACK (ALQP FP). 
Inbound Capital acts as Fund Raiser for private companies Arteia, Euveka. Inbound 
Capital provides IR services for private company Une Robe Un Soir. 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The information used in preparing this profile was obtained from sources to which Inbound Capital have been 
authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent verification  
of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express or implied) is given 
by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness 
or fitness for any purpose of this document. This document remains confidential and should not be copied or 
disseminated without the prior authorisation of Inbound Capital. 

 

 
 
 


